Several frictions restrict the government's ability to tax assets. First, it is very costly to monitor trades on international asset markets. Second, agents can resort to nonobservable low-return assets such as cash, gold or foreign currencies if taxes on observable assets become too high. This paper shows that limitations in asset taxation have important consequences for the taxation of labor income. We study a simple dynamic moral hazard model of social insurance with observable and nonobservable saving decisions.
Introduction
The existence of international asset markets implies that taxation authorities do not have perfect control over agents' wealth and consumption. This creates an important obstacle for tax policy:
"In a world of high and growing capital mobility there is a limit to the amount of tax that can be levied without inducing investors to hide their wealth in foreign tax havens." (Mirrlees Review 2010, p.916) According to a study by the Tax Justice Network, in 2010 more than $21 trillion of global private financial wealth were invested in offshore accounts and not reported to the tax authorities. These concerns motivated the recent legal steps by the most developed economies to crack down on off-shore bank accounts and the traditional norms of bank secrecy. However, even when agents choose not to hide their wealth abroad, they have access to a number of nonobservable storage technologies at home. For example, agents can accumulate cash, gold, or durable goods. These assets bring lower returns, but nonetheless impose limits for the collection of taxes on assets that are more easily observed.
Motivated by these considerations, this paper explores optimal tax systems in a framework where assets are nonobservable. Our findings show that labor income taxes become less progressive when the government's ability to observe and tax assets is limited. Throughout the paper, we measure the progressivity of labor income taxes based on the concavity of the associated consumption allocation. Tax systems and allocations are closely related in our framework because constrained efficient allocations can be implemented with nonlinear taxes on labor income and linear taxes on assets. Because of this relationship, our measure of progressivity captures the slope of the marginal tax rate on labor income. 1 We obtain our results by contrasting two stylized environments. In the first, consumption and assets are observable (and contractable) for the government. In the second environment, these choices are private information. We compare the constrained efficient allocations of the two scenarios. Assuming that absolute risk aversion is convex, we find that in the scenario with nonobservable assets, optimal consumption moves in a less concave way with labor income. In this sense, the optimal allocation becomes less progressive when assets are nonobservable.
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We study a tractable dynamic model of social insurance. A continuum of ex ante identical agents influence their labor incomes by exerting effort. Labor income is subject to uncertainty and effort is private information. This creates a moral hazard problem. The social planner faces a trade-off between insuring agents against idiosyncratic income uncertainty and the associated disincentive effects. In addition, agents have access to a risk-free asset, which gives them a means for self-insurance.
In this model, the planner wants to manipulate agents' asset decisions, because asset accumulation provides an insurance against the idiosyncratic income uncertainty and thereby reduces the incentives to exert effort. 2 When fully capable of doing so, the planner uses asset taxation to deter the agent from accumulating assets and labor income taxation to balance consumption insurance and effort incentives optimally. When asset taxation is limited, the planner is forced to use labor income taxation also to reduce the agent's incentive to save. Efficiency requires that, for each income state, the costs of increasing the agent's utility by a marginal unit equal the benefits of doing so. A marginal increase in utility in a state with consumption c reduces the agent's marginal return to savings in that state by Ra(c), where a(c) is the absolute risk aversion of the agent at consumption c in that state and R is the asset return. 3 Hence, under limited asset taxation, there is an additional social return to allocating utility to a given state and this return is proportional to the level of absolute risk aversion of the agent. Therefore, unless absolute risk aversion is constant or linear, limits to asset taxation have direct implications for the curvature of optimal consumption. 4 In particular, whenever absolute risk aversion is convex, the planner finds it optimal to generate an additional convexity (or reduced progressivity) of consumption when asset taxation is limited.
The paper also illustrates the quantitative impact of asset taxation on optimal labor tax progressivity. The calibration of the key parameters of our framework is not straightforward because the technology that determines how effort affects future income is not directly observable. We use consumption and income data from the PSID (Panel Study of Income Dynamics) as adapted by Blundell, Pistaferri and Preston (2008) . In the calibration exercise, we assume that the data is generated by a tax system where labor income taxes are set 2 See Diamond and Mirrlees (1978) , Rogerson (1985) , and Golosov, Kocherlakota and Tsyvinski (2003) . 3 A marginal increase of utility in a state with consumption c reduces the agent's marginal utility in that state by −u (c)/u (c). To increase u(c) by ε, indeed, c has to be increased by ε/u (c). The first-order effect on the agent's marginal utility is therefore given by −εu (c)/u (c). 4 Naturally, the very same argument implies that both the level and slope of the optimal consumption allocation might also be affected by the properties of absolute risk aversion.
optimally given the existing asset income tax rate. 5 This calibration strategy has the advantage that all fundamental parameters can be identified using only one cross-sectional joint distribution of consumption and income. Based on the calibrated parameters, we compare the optimal allocations of optimal asset taxation (observable assets) and limited asset taxation (hidden assets). Under optimal asset taxation, the progressivity of the optimal allocation increases sizeably. Our measure of the curvature of consumption increases by 4% for log utility, and between 24% and 49% for relative risk aversion levels of 2 and 3. The tax rates on asset income in the scenario with observable assets are high and exceed 90% for all specifications. Although our numerical simulations are only illustrative, they suggest that a limited capacity to tax assets can have a substantial impact on the optimal progressivity of income taxes.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 surveys the related literature. Section 3 describes the setup of the model. Section 4 presents the theoretical results of the paper. We show that hidden asset accumulation leads to optimal consumption schemes that are less progressive. Section 5 illustrates the quantitative implications of our results. Section 6 discusses model limitations and viable extensions. The appendix collects all proofs that are omitted from the main text and provides further details on the calibration strategy for Section 5.
Related literature
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that explores optimal income taxation in a framework where assets are nonobservable. Recent work on dynamic Mirrleesian economies analyzes optimal income taxes when assets are observable/taxable without frictions; see Farhi and Werning (2013) and Golosov, Troshkin and Tsyvinski (2013) . While the Mirrlees (1971) framework focuses on redistribution in a population with heterogeneous skills that are exogenously distributed, our approach highlights the social insurance aspect of income taxation. In spirit, our model is therefore closer to the works by Varian (1980) and Eaton and Rosen (1980) . Kapicka and Neira (2015) also study optimal taxation in a moral hazard model. Human capital is nonobservable (similar to the effort decision in our framework) but consumption and savings are observable in their model.
With respect to the nonobservability of assets, our model is related to the contribution by Golosov and Tsyvinski (2007) who analyze capital taxation in a dynamic Mirrleesian A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
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economy with private insurance markets and hidden asset trades. Our model provides a systematic comparison between second best and third best allocations. In particular, we analyze how the progressivity of optimal allocations depends on the observability of asset holdings. An entirely different link between labor income and capital income taxation is explored by Conesa, Kitao and Krueger (2009). Using a life-cycle model with age-dependent labor supply elasticities and borrowing constraints, they argue that capital income taxes and progressive labor income taxes are two alternative ways of providing age-dependent insurance against idiosyncratic shocks. They use numerical methods to determine the efficient relation between the two instruments. Interestingly, capital taxes play an entirely different role in the present environment and we obtain very different conclusions. While in the framework of Conesa et al. (2009) , capital income taxes and progressive labor income taxes are substitutable instruments, in our model they are complements. Laroque (2011) analytically derives a similar substitutability between labor income and capital income taxes, restricting labor taxation to be nonlinear but homogenous across age groups. In both these cases, the substitutability arises because exogenously restricted labor income taxes are, in general, imperfect instruments to perform redistribution. In our (fully-optimal taxation) environment, labor income taxes can achieve any feasible redistributional target. The role of capital taxes is to facilitate the use of such a redistributional instrument in the presence of informational asymmetries. Hence, we obtain a complementarity between capital taxes and labor income tax progressivity.
Our paper is also related to the literature on optimal tax progressivity in static models. This literature highlights the roles of the skill distribution (Mirrlees, 1971) , the welfare criterion (Sadka, 1976) and earnings elasticities (Saez, 2001) . For a recent survey on the issue, see Diamond and Saez (2011) . However, dynamic considerations and, in particular, asset decisions are absent in those works.
Model
Consider a benevolent social planner (the principal) whose objective is to maximize the welfare of its citizens. The economy consists of a continuum of ex ante identical agents who live for two periods, t = 0, 1, and can influence their period-1 labor income realizations by exerting effort. The planner designs an allocation to insure them against idiosyncratic risk and provide them with appropriate incentives to exert effort. The planner's budget must be (intertemporally) balanced.
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Preferences. The agent derives utility from consumption c t ≥ c ≥ −∞ and effort e t ≥ 0 according to u(c t , e t ), where u is a concave, twice continuously differentiable function which is strictly increasing and strictly concave in c t , and strictly decreasing and (weakly) concave in e t . We assume that consumption and effort are complements: u ec (c t , e t ) ≥ 0. This specification of preferences includes both the additively separable case, u (c, e) = u (c) − v (e) , and the case with monetary costs of effort, u(c − v (e)), assuming that v is strictly increasing and convex. The agent's discount factor is denoted by β > 0.
Technology and endowments. The technological process can be interpreted as the production of human capital through costly effort, where human capital represents any characteristic that determines the agent's labor income. At date t = 0, the agent has a fixed endowment y 0 . At date t = 1, the agent has a stochastic income y ∈ Y := [y, y]. 6 The realization of y is publicly observable, while the probability distribution over Y is affected by the agent's unobservable effort level e 0 that is exerted at t = 0. The probability density of this distribution is given by the smooth function f (y, e 0 ). As in most of the the optimal contracting literature, we assume full support, that is f (y, e 0 ) > 0 for all y ∈ Y and all e 0 ≥ 0. There is no production or any other action at t ≥ 2. Since utility is strictly decreasing in effort, the agent exerts effort e 1 = 0 at date 1. In what follows, we therefore use the notation u 1 (c) := u(c, 0) for date-1 utility.
The agent has access to a linear savings technology that allows him to transfer qb 0 units of date-0 consumption into b 0 units of date-1 consumption. The savings technology is observable to the planner.
Allocations. An allocation (c, e 0 ) consists of a consumption scheme c = (c 0 , c(·)) and a recommended effort level e 0 . The consumption scheme has two components: c 0 denotes the agent's consumption in period t = 0 and c(y), y ∈ Y, denotes the agent's consumption in period t = 1 conditional on the realization y. An allocation (c 0 , c(·), e 0 ) is called feasible if it satisfies the planner's budget constraint
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where G denotes government consumption and q is the rate at which the planner and the agent transfer resources over time.
Observable assets and second best allocations
As a benchmark case, we assume that the agent's savings technology is observable (and contractable) for the planner. In this case, we can assume without loss of generality that the planner directly controls consumption.
Second best.
A second best allocation is an allocation that maximizes ex-ante welfare
subject to c 0 ≥ c, c(y) ≥ c, e 0 ≥ 0, the planner's budget constraint
and the incentive compatibility constraint for effort
Any second best allocation can be generated as an equilibrium outcome of a competitive environment where agents exert effort and save/borrow subject to appropriate taxes on income and assets. To simplify the analysis, we assume throughout this paper that the firstorder approach (FOA) is valid. This enables us to characterize the agent's choice of effort e 0 and assets b 0 based on the associated first-order conditions (in inequality or equality form). When the FOA holds, second best allocations can be decentralized by imposing a linear tax on assets, complemented by suitably defined nonlinear labor income taxes and transfers.
Proposition 1 (Decentralization).
Suppose that the FOA is valid and let (c 0 , c(·), e 0 ) be a second best allocation that is interior: c 0 > c, c(y) > c, y ∈ Y, e 0 > 0. Then, there exists a tax system A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
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consisting of income transfers (τ 0 , τ(·)) and an after-tax asset priceq (> q) such that
That is, there exists a tax system (τ 0 , τ(·),q) that decentralizes the allocation (c 0 , c(·), e 0 ).
First, we note that an after-tax asset priceq is equivalent to a capital wedge τ K (tax on the gross return 1/q ) that is constant across agents, τ K = 1 − q/q, or a linear capital income tax at rate τ K /(1 − q). Moreover, note that we have normalized the asset holdings to b 0 = 0 in the above proposition. This is without loss of generality, since there is an indeterminacy between τ 0 and b 0 . The planner can generate the same allocation with a system (τ 0 , τ(·),q) and b 0 = 0 or with a system (τ 0 −qε, τ(·) + ε,q) and b 0 = ε for any value of ε. This indeterminacy is not surprising, because the timing of tax collection is irrelevant by Ricardian equivalence.
Proposition 1 is intuitive and the proof is omitted. It is efficient to tax the savings technology, because savings provide intertemporal insurance when the agent plans to shirk. The reason why a linear tax on assets is sufficient to obtain the second best allocation becomes apparent once we replace the incentive constraint (4) with the associated first-order conditions:
The second first-order condition (6) determines the agent's asset decision taking optimal effort as given, while (5) is the optimality condition for the agent's effort decision taking optimal assets as given. In this sense, the planner can essentially ignore the problem of "joint deviations" when taxing asset trades. That is the essence of the validity of the firstorder approach (FOA). It is now clear that by choosing a sufficiently large value forq, the planner can circumvent the first-order condition for the asset decision and obtain the second best allocation. Sufficient conditions for the validity of the FOA in this setup are given in Abraham, Koehne and Pavoni (2011). Specifically, the FOA is valid if the agent has nonincreasing absolute risk aversion (NIARA) and the cumulative distribution function of income is logconvex in effort. As discussed by Abraham et al. (2011) , both conditions have broad empirical support. First, virtually all estimations of u reveal NIARA; see Guiso and Paiella (2008) for example. The condition on the distribution function can be interpreted as a restriction on the agent's Frisch elasticity of labor supply. This restriction is satisfied as long as the Frisch elasticity is smaller than unity. In fact, most empirical studies find values for this elasticity between 0 and 0.5; see Domeij and Floden (2006) , for instance.
Besides allowing for a very natural decentralization, the FOA also generates a sharp characterization of second best consumption schemes. Assuming that consumption is interior, the first-order conditions of the Lagrangian with respect to consumption are: 7
where λ and µ are the (nonnegative) Lagrange multipliers associated with the budget constraint (2) and the first-order version of the incentive constraint (3), respectively.
Hidden assets and third best allocations
Savings technologies such as domestic bank accounts, pension funds or houses may be observable at moderate costs, but there are many alternative ways of transferring resources over time that are more difficult to monitor. For instance, agents may open accounts at foreign banks or they may accumulate cash, gold or durable goods. These technologies typically bring low returns (or involve transaction costs of various sorts), but are prohibitively costly to observe for tax authorities. Hence, if the after-tax return of the observable savings technology, 1/q, becomes too low, agents have a strong incentive to use nonobservable assets to run away from taxation. Notice that, even though we describe a particular decentralization mechanism in this paper, the above problem is general. Decentralizations with income-dependent asset taxes (Kocherlakota 2005) , for instance, make the savings technology unattractive by lowering the after-tax return specifically in low-income states. In this case, the average asset tax can be zero. However, agents would still prefer to save on a hidden asset market as long as the A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
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return on this market is sufficiently close to the observable asset return, because the riskadjusted expected return of hidden assets dominates the risk-adjusted after-tax return of observable assets. This motivates the study of optimal allocations and decentralizations when agents have access to a nonobservable savings technology. We assume that the nonobservable technology is linear and transfers q n ≥ q units of date-0 consumption into one unit of date-1 consumption.
Third best. Using the FOA, we define a third best allocation as an allocation (c 0 , c(·), e 0 ) that maximizes ex-ante welfare 
and the first-order incentive conditions for effort and nonobservable savings u e (c 0 ,
Obviously, in our terminology the notion second best refers to allocations that are constrained efficient given the nonobservability of effort, while the term third best refers to allocations that are constrained efficient given the nonobservability of effort and assets/consumption. Moreover, note that we have written the agent's Euler equation (11) in inequality form. Proposition 2 below shows that this inequality is binding as long as the nonobservable asset is not too expensive as compared to the observable asset.
To decentralize a third best allocation (c 0 , c(·), e 0 ), we define taxes/transfers (τ 0 , τ(·)) on A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
labor income and an after-tax priceq of the observable asset as follows:
If agents face this tax system and have access to the nonobservable savings technologies at the rate q n , the resulting allocation will obviously be (c 0 , c(·), e 0 ).
Once more, we can use the FOA to characterize the consumption scheme. Assuming an interior solution, the first-order conditions of the Lagrangian with respect to consumption are now:
where a(c) := −u 1 (c)/u 1 (c) denotes absolute risk aversion, and λ, µ and ξ are the (nonnegative) Lagrange multipliers associated with the budget constraint (9), the first-order condition for effort (10) , and the Euler equation (11), respectively.
Proposition 2.
Suppose that the FOA is valid and let (c 0 , c(·), e 0 ) be a third best allocation that is interior. Then, there exists a numberq > q such that equations (12) and (13) characterizing the consumption scheme are satisfied with ξ > 0 whenever q n <q. That is, the Euler equation is binding if the return on the nonobservable asset is not too low.
We provide the proof of Proposition 2, as well as all other omitted proofs, in Appendix A. Proposition 2 states that if the return on the nonobservable savings technology 1/q n is sufficiently high (although possibly lower than the return on observable savings), the agent's Euler equation will be binding in the planner's problem. To simplify the exposition, we set q n := q from now on, so that the returns of the nonobservable and observable savings technologies coincide. All our results will be independent of this particular choice of q n and only rely on the fact the Euler equation is binding for the planner in that case.
Comparing the characterization of third best consumption schemes, (12), (13) , to the characterization of second best consumption schemes, (7), (8), we notice that the difference between the two environments is closely related to the effect of the agent's Euler equation (11) and the associated Lagrange multiplier ξ. We discuss the implications of this finding in
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detail in the next section.
Theoretical results on progressivity
We are interested in the shape of second best and third best consumption schemes c(y). As we saw above, this shape is related one-to-one to the curvature of labor income taxes in the associated decentralization.
Definition 1.
We say that an allocation (c 0 , c(·), e 0 ) is progressive if c (y) is decreasing in y.
We call the allocation regressive if c (y) is increasing in y.
Recall that τ(y) = c(y) − y denotes the agent's transfer in labor income state y; hence the negative of τ(y) represents the labor income tax. Definition 1 implies that whenever a consumption scheme is progressive (regressive), we have a tax system with increasing (decreasing) marginal taxes −τ (y) on labor income supporting it.
In a progressive system, taxes are increasing more quickly than income. At the same time, for the states when the agent is receiving a transfer, transfers are increasing more slowly than income is decreasing. The opposite happens when we have a regressive scheme. Intuitively, if the scheme is progressive, incentives are provided more by imposing "penalties" for low income realizations, since consumption decreases relatively quickly when income decreases. Regressive schemes, in contrast, put more emphasis on "rewards" for high income levels than "punishments" for low income levels.
We can find sufficient conditions for the progressivity or regressivity of optimal allocations by exploiting the optimality conditions for consumption. The curvature of consumption in the second best allocation depends on the shape of the inverse marginal utility and the likelihood ratio function, as shown by equation (8) . The same forces are at work in the third best allocation, as shown by equation (13), but the curvature of absolute risk aversion becomes an additional factor. This allows us to establish the following sufficient conditions.
Proposition 3 (Sufficient conditions for progressivity).
Suppose that the FOA is justified and that second best allocations and third best allocations are interior. is concave in y and
is convex in c, second best allocations are progressive. If, in addition, absolute risk aversion a(c) is decreasing and concave, third best allocations are progressive as well.
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(ii) On the other hand, if l (y, e) is convex in y and
is concave in c, second best allocations are regressive. If, in addition, absolute risk aversion a(c) is decreasing and convex, third best allocations are regressive as well.
Note that in the previous proposition, consumption will be increasing in income if the likelihood ratio function l (y, e) is increasing in y. Proposition 3 implies that CARA utilities with concave likelihood ratios lead to progressive schemes, both in the second best and the third best. 8 In the second best, progressive schemes are also induced by concave likelihood ratios and CRRA utilities with σ ≥ 1, since
= c σ is convex in this case. For logarithmic utility with linear likelihood ratios, we obtain second best schemes that are proportional, since 1/u 1 (c) = c is both concave and convex. Interestingly, since absolute risk aversion a(c) = 1/c is convex, third best schemes are regressive in this case. 9 
Rankings of progressivity for linear likelihood ratios
Proposition 3 above studied the curvature of consumption in an absolute sense. However, we are particularly interested in relative statements that compare the shape of consumption between second best and third best allocations. The current and the next section will provide such comparisons. We will find a general pattern for all utility functions with convex absolute risk aversion: when assets are observable (second best), the allocation has a more concave relationship between labor income and consumption. In other words, observability of assets calls for more progressivity in the labor income tax system.
In order to formalize this insight, we note that consumption patterns in moral hazard models are generally obtained as functions of the likelihood ratio l(·, e), see e.g. Holmstrom (1979) . The most common way of measuring concavity/progressivity, however, is to study how consumption changes as a function of income. If likelihood ratios are linear in income, then the curvature of consumption as a function of the likelihood ratio (the natural outcome of a moral hazard model) is identical to the curvature of consumption as a function of income (the typical way of measuring progressivity in the applied literature). In other cases, the curvatures are related monotonically, but they are not exactly identical. Linear likelihood ratios are thus a natural starting point for studying progressivity in moral hazard models.
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Proposition 4 (Ranking of progressivity).
Suppose that the FOA is justified and that second best and third best allocations are interior. Suppose that u 1 has convex absolute risk aversion and that the likelihood ratio l (y, e) is increasing and linear in y. Under these conditions, if the third best allocation is progressive, the second best allocation is progressive as well (but not vice versa). On the other hand, if the second best allocation is regressive, the third best allocation is regressive as well (but not vice versa).
Proof. Given the validity of the FOA, by equations (8) and (13), the second and third best consumption schemes c sb (y) and c tb (y) are characterized as follows:
, where
Since l y, e tb 0 is linear in y by assumption, concavity of c tb is equivalent to convexity of g tb . Moreover, since a(c) is convex in c by assumption, convexity of g tb implies convexity of g sb = g tb + ξ tb a λ sb /λ tb (but not vice versa). Finally, notice that convexity of g sb is equivalent to concavity of c sb , since l y, e sb 0 is linear in y. This establishes the first part of the proposition. The second part can be seen analogously. Q.E.D.
Many well-known probability distributions generate linear likelihood ratio functions as assumed in Proposition 4. One example is the exponential distribution with mean ϕ(e) or, more generally, the Gamma distribution with mean ϕ(e) for any shape parameter k > 0 and any increasing function ϕ. Another example is the normal distribution with mean ϕ(e) and fixed variance (truncated to the compact interval [y, y]). 10 Moreover, we note that the linear likelihood property is unrelated to the validity of the first-order approach, since the latter imposes conditions on the curvature of ϕ or, equivalently, on the convexity of u(c, e) as a function of effort e.
In order to obtain a clearer intuition of Proposition 4, we further examine the planner's first-order condition (13), namely
This expression equates the discounted present value (normalized by f (y, e 0 )) of the costs 10 An example for discrete output spaces is the Poisson distribution with mean e.
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and benefits of increasing the agent's utility by one unit in state y. The increase in utility costs the planner q βu 1 (c(y)) units in consumption terms. Multiplied by the shadow price of resources λ, we obtain the left-hand side of the above expression. In terms of benefits, first there is a return of 1, since the agent's utility is increased by one unit. Furthermore, increasing the agent's utility also relaxes the incentive constraint for effort, generating a return of µ f e (y,e 0 ) f (y,e 0 )
. 11 Finally, by increasing u 1 (c (y)), the planner alleviates the agent's savings motive. Since the return to one unit of saving in state y is given by u 1 (c (y)), the gain of a unit increase in u 1 (c (y)) is measured by ξa(c (y)), where ξ is the multiplier of the agent's Euler equation and a(c) = −u 1 (c)/u 1 (c). That is, a(c) is the appropriate measure for the gains of relaxing the Euler equation. In other words, the social gains of deterring the agent from saving in a given state are proportional to the agent's absolute risk aversion in that state.
The novel term ξa(·) in the planner's first-order condition captures the impact of nonobservable savings. To gain some intuition, suppose that we hold all other parameters and the multipliers λ and µ as fixed. Then, the impact of absolute risk aversion a(·) on the progressivity of optimal consumption is immediately visible in the planner's first-order condition. For CARA utility, or generally whenever absolute risk aversion is linear, the relative reduction of the agent's marginal utility per unit of utility, measured by a(c) = −u (c)/u (c), changes linearly with consumption. For CARA utility, hidden saving therefore affects the level and slope, but not the curvature of consumption. For the widespread case of convex absolute risk aversion, however, the first-order condition suggests that the convexity of a(·) raises the convexity of optimal consumption. This intuition is confirmed by our formal proof that accounts for the endogeneity of the Lagrange multipliers. For convex absolute risk aversion, it cannot happen that the third best allocation is progressive while the second best allocation is not (Proposition 4). This provides a clear sense in which second best allocations are more progressive than third best allocations.
Another common approach to compare the progressivity/concavity of functions is to explore concave transformations. Recall that a function f 1 is a concave transformation of a function f 2 if there is an increasing and concave function v such that f 1 = v • f 2 . For the case of logarithmic utility, we are able to rank the progressivity of the second and third best allocation in the sense of concave transformations. 12 
Proposition 5 (Logarithmic utility). Suppose (as in Proposition 4) that the FOA is justified, second best and third best allocations are interior, and the likelihood ratio l(y, e) is increasing and linear in y. In addition, suppose that u 1 is logarithmic. Then, second best consumption is a concave transformation of third best consumption.
Proof. For logarithmic utility, we have u 1 (c) = a(c) = 1/c. By equations (14) and (15), we can link second best and third best consumption as follows:
Since l (y, e 0 ) is linear in y by assumption, equation (14) shows that c sb (y) is linear in y. Thus, all expressions on the left-hand side of (16) are linear in y and hence, linear in c sb (y). Since the right-hand side of (16) is concave in c tb (y), the result immediately follows. Q.E.D.
Rankings of progressivity for nonlinear likelihood ratios
For nonlinear likelihood ratios, two separate channels determine the contrast between consumption allocations in the second best (observable assets) scenario and the third best (hidden assets) scenario. First, as pointed out in the analysis of the planner's first-order conditions for consumption, the efficient way of relaxing the agent's Euler equation generates state-dependent returns in the third best that are proportional to the coefficient of absolute risk aversion. If absolute risk aversion is nonlinear, this has a direct influence on optimal progressivity. Second, the implemented effort level may change from the second best to the third best, which means that the role of income as an effort signal can differ between the two scenarios. This can indirectly affect the progressivity. The remainder of this section will mainly focus on the first channel. That is, in the spirit of Grossman and Hart (1983) , we will analyze how the implementation of a given effort level e 0 depends on the economic environment. All propositions that follow describe how the curvature of the efficient allocation of consumption changes in the presence of hidden savings for any given effort level that the planner aims to implement in the two scenarios. Towards the end of the section, we discuss how our results hold when we also take into account changes in the implemented effort levels.
We denote the consumption allocation that optimally implements a given effort e 0 > 0 by (c sb 0 ,c sb (·)) for the scenario with observable saving and by (c tb 0 ,c tb (·)) for the case of hidden saving. For nonlinear likelihood ratios, we can rank the progressivity of such allocations in
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a way that is very similar to Proposition 4. As usual, we maintain the assumption that the FOA is justified and that second best and third best consumption levels are interior.
Proposition 6.
Consider the problem of implementing a given effort level e 0 under observable assets and under hidden assets. Suppose that u 1 has convex absolute risk aversion. If the optimal implementation under hidden assets,c tb , is a concave transformation of the likelihood ratio function l(·, e 0 ), then the optimal implementation under observable assets,c sb , is a concave transformation of l(·, e 0 ). On the other hand, ifc sb is a convex transformation of l(·, e 0 ), theñ c tb is a convex transformation of l(·, e 0 ).
The previous result generates a sense in which the consumption scheme implementing e 0 in the case of observable assets is more progressive than the scheme in the case of hidden assets. This result is analogous to Proposition 4 for the case of nonlinear likelihood ratios. We can also derive an analogue to Proposition 5. To this end, let us consider the class of HARA (or linear risk tolerance) utility functions, namely
For this class, absolute risk aversion is a convex function given by a(c) = η + c γ −1
. Special cases of the HARA class are CRRA functions, CARA functions, and quadratic utility. Lemma 1. Given a strictly increasing, differentiable function u 1 : [c, ∞) → R, consider the two functions defined as follows:
If u 1 belongs to the HARA class with γ ≥ −1, then gλ ,μ,ξ is a concave transformation of g λ,µ for allλ,ξ ≥ 0, λ, µ,μ > 0.
The restriction of γ ≥ −1 in the above result is innocuous to most applications, because it allows for all HARA functions with nonincreasing absolute risk aversion (γ ≥ 0) as well as quadratic utility (γ = −1), for instance. Lemma 1 enables us to rank the progressivity of consumption in the sense of concave transformations. By the first-order conditions of the A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
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implementation problem, the consumption allocations that optimally implement a given effort are characterized as follows:
whereλ sb andμ sb represent the Lagrange multipliers (for the budget constraint and the firstorder condition for effort) in the implementation problem under observable assets, whereas λ sb ,μ sb andξ tb are the Lagrange multipliers (for the budget constraint, the first-order condition for effort, the Euler equation) in the implementation problem under hidden assets. Because of the link between the optimal consumption schemes in equations (17) and (18), Lemma 1 has the following consequence. Proof. Let g(·) := gλ sb ,μ sb (·) and note that g is an increasing function. By Lemma 1 and equations (17) and (18), there exists a concave function h such thatc sb andc tb are related as follows:
For logarithmic utility, g is an affine function, which implies that the composition g −1 • h • g is concave whenever h is concave. Hence, for logarithmic utility,c
Proposition 7 shows that for HARA utilities,c sb is a concave transformation ofc tb (after a change of variables). In this sense, optimal consumption is more progressive in the case of observable savings than in the case of hidden savings for any given effort level that the planner aims to implement. Proposition 7 generalizes Proposition 5 to the class of nonlogarithmic HARA utilities and nonlinear likelihood ratios. 13 All our results for nonlinear likelihood ratios generalize when we take into account changes in the implemented effort levels provided that l l −1 y, e tb 0 , e sb 0 is concave. The 13 The same generalization of Proposition 5 exists for HARA utilities and linear likelihood ratios (allowing for changes in effort).
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last condition is satisfied if the likelihood ratio in the third best is a convex transformation of the likelihood ratio in the second best. In fact, a weaker condition is sufficient. As shown by the line of proof of Proposition 7, it is sufficient that l ·, e sb 0 • l −1 ·, e tb 0 • h is concave, where h is a strictly concave function. This condition is satisfied whenever l y, e tb 0 is "not too concave" relative to l y, e sb 0 . How much the curvature of the likelihood ratio differs between the two scenarios is impossible to predict without detailed knowledge of the density function f (y, e). We illustrate the role of the density function in our quantitative exploration. We find that the likelihood ratio induced by the effort for hidden assets is more convex (less concave) than that for observable assets. Therefore, our theoretical insights on nonlinear likelihood ratios are, in fact, further strengthened through the variation of effort between the two allocations.
Quantitative exploration
In this section, we parametrize our model to illustrate the quantitative effects of limited asset taxation. The quantitative exploration serves multiple purposes. First, we complement our theoretical results. For example, recall that the theoretical results on nonlinear likelihood ratios compare two allocations that implement the same effort level. In this section, we allow effort to change between the two scenarios. The second target of this exercise is to quantitatively explore how a limited possibility of taxing assets affects optimal allocations and, consequently, optimal labor income taxes.
Third, we discuss and implement a calibration strategy to recover the fundamental parameters of our model. In dynamic private information models, the standard strategy is to use cross-sectional and longitudinal income data to recover the underlying shock process (see, for example, Farhi and Werning (2013) and Golosov et al. (2013) ) assuming that agents face a stylized form of the existing tax and transfer system. Given that the income process is partially endogenous in our environment, this approach would not fully identify the deep parameters. In particular, it would not provide sufficient information about the effect of effort on the distribution of income.
For the calibration, we assume that the joint distribution of consumption and income is generated by a constrained efficient allocation. The advantage of this approach is that a single cross section of consumption and income (or consumption and income growth) suffices to identify all fundamental parameters. Gayle and Miller (2009) use a similar identification strategy to estimate dynamic moral hazard models of executive compensation. Following this strategy, all key parameters are naturally identified based on the optimality conditions A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
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of the model. Consider the following interpretation of our model: agents face income shocks, they exert unobservable work effort and they can use a saving technology with a gross return given by 1/q, whereq is the after-tax asset price. In order to estimate the model parameters, we use consumption and income data and postulate that the data is generated by a specification of the model where capital income is taxed at an exogenous rate of 40%. Equivalently, the aftertax asset price is given byq = q 0.6+0.4q . 14 Note that the capital income tax of 40% is in line with U.S. effective tax rates on capital income as calculated by Mendoza et al. (1994) and Domeij and Heathcote (2004) . We estimate the key parameters of the model by matching joint moments of consumption and income in an appropriately cleaned cross-sectional data. Then, we use the estimated parameters and solve the (counterfactual) model with optimal capital taxes, assuming a full capacity to observe and tax capital. The final outcome is a comparison of the optimal labor income taxes between the two scenarios, with a special attention to the change in progressivity.
Data. We use PSID (Panel Study of Income Dynamics) data for 1992 as adapted by Blundell et al. (2008)
. This data source contains consumption data and income data at the household level. The consumption data is imputed using food consumption (measured at the PSID) and household characteristics using the CEX (Survey of Consumption Expenditure) as a basis for the imputation procedure. Household data is useful for two reasons: (i) Consumption can be credibly measured at the household level only; (ii) taxation is mostly determined at the family level (which is typically equivalent to the household level) in the United States. We use total consumption expenditure as the measure of consumption. 15 In our model, we have ex ante identical individuals who face the same (partially endogenous) process of income shocks. However, in the data, income is influenced by observable factors such as age, education and race. We want to control for these characteristics in order to make income shocks comparable across individuals. For this purpose, we postulate the following process for income: y i = φ(X i )η i , where y i is household i's income, X i are observable household characteristics (a constant, age, education and race of the household head), and η i is our measure of the cleaned income shock. In order to isolate η i , we regress log(y i ) on X i . The predicted residualη i of this regression is our estimate of the income shock.
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The next objective is to find the consumption function. To be able to relate it to the income measure η i , we postulate that the consumption function is also multiplicatively separable:
, where Z i are household characteristics that affect consumption, but (by assumption) do not affect income, such as the number of kids and beginning of period household assets. Our target is to identify c (η), the pure response of consumption to the income shock. To isolate this effect, we first run a separate regression of log(c i ) on X i and Z i . The predicted residual of this regression isε i . Then, we use a flexible functional form to obtain c (·). In particular, we estimate the following regression: log(
Hence, in the notation of our model, the estimate of the consumption function is given bŷ c (y) = exp ∑ 4 j=0γ j (log(y)) j .
Model specification.
For the quantitative exploration of our model, we move to a formulation with discrete income levels. We assume that we have N levels of second-period income, denoted by y s , s = 1, . . . , N, with y s > y s−1 . This implies that the density function of income, f (y, e), is replaced by probability weights p s (e), with ∑ N s=1 p s (e) = 1 for all e. For the estimation of the parameters, we impose further structure. We assume
where π h and π l are probability distributions on the set {y 1 , . . . , y N }. In addition to tractability, this formulation has the advantage that it satisfies the requirements for the applicability of the first-order approach. 16 In order to account for heterogeneity in the data, we allow for heterogeneity in the initial endowments, specify a unit root process for income shocks, and choose preferences to be homothetic. In particular, we assume:
Here, γ measures the coefficient of risk aversion and the period utility is given by c 1−γ 1−γ after the initial period. 17 The homothetic specification is useful for our empirical strategy for two reasons. First, as demonstrated by Proposition 8 in Appendix B, we are entitled to use the income and consumption residualsε i andη i computed above as inputs for our calibration 16 Note that we do not need to impose the monotone likelihood ratio (MLR) property, because the proof of the validity of the first-order approach only requires consumption to be monotone (see Abraham et al. (2011) for details). 17 When γ = 1, we assume that preferences take a logarithmic form. M A N U S C R I P T
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procedure. The other key advantage of the homothetic model is that we can estimate the probability distribution and all other parameters assuming that effort does not change across agents. Hence, the first-order conditions and expectations are evaluated at the same level of effort e * 0 .
Calibration. As a first step, we fix some parameters. First, we set q = .96 to match a yearly real interest rate of 4%, which is the historical average return on real assets in the United States. We explore a range of coefficients of relative risk aversion for consumption, with γ = 3 being our baseline case. This value is in line with estimation results based both on survey data (e.g., Barsky, Juster, Kimball and Shapiro, 1997) and actual choices (e.g., Paravisini, Rappoport and Ravina, 2015). We also consider lower values of risk aversion (e.g., Chetty, 2006) . 18 For the income process, we set N = 20 and choose the medians of the 20 percentile groups of cleaned income for the income levels η 1 , ..., η 20 . The homothetic model allows us to normalize income in the initial period.
Given the fixed parameters, we determine the preference parameters (β, σ) and the probability weights π h s , π l s N s=1
that determine the likelihood ratios. We estimate these parameters using a method of moments estimator to match specific empirical moments for consumption and income in the data. The optimality conditions of the model give us a sufficient number of restrictions to estimate all parameters. In particular, we use the planner's optimality conditions for first and second period consumption, the planner's optimality condition for effort, and the agent's optimality conditions for effort and assets. Finally, we obtain the parameter G for government consumption as a residual of the estimation procedure implied by the government's budget constraint. Further details on the estimation strategy are provided in Appendix B.1.
Simulation results.
We use the preset and estimated parameters of the above model (exogenous capital taxes) to determine the allocation for the counterfactual scenario with optimal capital taxes-assuming a full observability of capital. Figure 1a displays second-period consumption for this scenario together with the second-period consumption function of the benchmark. It is obvious from the picture that the level of second-period consumption is 18 There is little consensus on what is the most plausible value for the coefficient of relative risk aversion. higher in the case with limited/exogenous capital taxes (capital income tax rate of 40%). This is not surprising because optimal capital taxes in general imply frontloaded consumption (Rogerson 1985 , Golosov et al. 2003 . Note that optimal capital taxes are associated with an inverse Euler equation, whereas the scenario with limited capital taxes is characterized by a standard Euler equation. By inspecting the planner's optimality condition for consumption (13), we note that the Euler equation generates an additional positive return on the right-hand side (ξa(·) > 0). Intuitively, holding the other multipliers and parameters fixed, this term suggests that the marginal consumption utility in the second period is lower, and consumption is thus higher, in the case with limited capital taxes. We also observe that, since consumption is concave for the two scenarios, optimal labor income taxes are progressive for both allocations. To compare the progressivity of the two allocations, we use the concavity measure −c (y)/c (y) to quantify the progressivity of consumption. 19 If this progressivity measure of an allocation is uniformly higher than that of a second allocation, the first allocation is a concave transformation of the second (assuming and with optimal capital taxes (assuming a full observability of capital). For the model with optimal capital taxes, we calculate the average measure of progressivity using the associated income distribution (endogenous weights) and using the income distribution from the model with limited capital taxes (exogenous weights). Welfare gains from optimal capital taxes are expressed as consumption equivalent variation in percent.
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that both allocations are monotonically increasing). In Figure 1b , we have plotted this measure of progressivity for the optimal consumption scheme when capital taxes are limited and when they are optimal. The pattern is clear: the model with optimal capital taxes results in a uniformly more concave (progressive) consumption scheme as compared to the case when capital taxes are limited. The differences are particularly large for lower levels of income.
In Table 1 , we have quantified the graphical observations from Figures 1a and 1b and have checked the robustness to alternative levels of risk aversion. The figures are drawn using a (baseline) coefficient of relative risk aversion equal to 3. Our results are qualitatively the same for all risk aversion levels, but there are significant quantitative differences. In particular, the effect of capital taxation on progressivity is increasing in the level of risk aversion. 20 For logarithmic utility, our measure of progressivity increases by only 4% when we switch from the allocation with limited capital taxes to that with optimal capital taxes. For coefficients of relative risk aversion of 2 and 3, the progressivity of income taxes increases by 24 and 49 percent, respectively. Note that the change in measured progressivity comes from two sources. First, as shown by Figure 1a , the concavity of the optimal consumption function c(y) changes. Second, the distribution of income changes, as effort is different under optimal capital taxes as compared to the benchmark case. For this reason, we calculate the measure of progressivity both with and without this second effect (endoge-
nous versus exogenous weights). Comparing the third and fourth rows of Table 1 , we notice that the changing effort mitigates the increase in progressivity in a non-negligible way only for higher risk aversion levels. This also implies that effort is indeed higher when optimal capital taxes are levied. In turn, higher effort implies a higher weight on high income realizations where the progressivity differences are lower (see Figure 1b) . In any case, this second indirect effect through effort is small and, hence, the difference in the progressivity measure is still increasing in risk aversion. We obtain a similar message if we consider the welfare gains from optimal capital taxation in consumption equivalent terms (presented in row 7 of Table 1 ). The gains are small for the logarithmic case, sizeable for the intermediate cases of relative risk aversion of 2 and 3, and considerable for high values of risk aversion. We have also displayed the implied capital wedges, calculated as τ K = 1 − q/q, whereq is the after-tax asset price in the optimal capital tax scenario. Notice that τ K is indeed the tax rate on the gross return, not on capital income. The 40 percent tax on capital income in the benchmark model is equivalent to a capital wedge of 1.6 percent. 21 It turns out that the capital wedges in the scenario with observable assets are much higher than this number for all risk aversion levels. Even for logarithmic utility, the capital wedges imply a tax rate on capital income of around 90 percent. 22 Finally, we examine the role of endogenous effort for the change in progressivity. Figure 2 plots the likelihood ratio function implied by the estimated parameters. We note that the likelihood ratio function becomes more concave for higher effort levels. Moreover, effort in the second best allocation (0.48) is higher than in the case with limited capital taxes (0.33). Hence, the change of the likelihood ratio contributes to the lower degree of progressivity in the third best. Note that this effect goes in the same direction as our insights on the convex cross-sectional returns of relaxing the Euler equation. Therefore, the change in effort between the second best and third best reinforces our theoretical results concerning the progressivity of the consumption allocations. 21 Recall that the capital wedge τ K is equivalent to a tax rate on capital income given by t = τ K /(1 − q). 22 Admittedly, our model is very stylized. Golosov et al. (2013) , however, study a dynamic Mirrlees model with logarithmic utility and a full observability of assets. The capital wedges (and the associated capital income taxes) are similar to those we find for the logarithmic case. Farhi and Werning (2013) study a similar Mirrlees model with logarithmic utility and obtain tax rates on capital income that are smaller than ours. In their calibration, the private information friction seems to be less severe. 
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Discussion of model limitations and extensions
This paper analyzed how limitations to asset taxation change the optimal tax code on labor income. Assuming preferences with convex absolute risk aversion, we found that optimal consumption moves in a more convex way with labor income when asset accumulation cannot be perfectly controlled by the planner. In terms of our decentralization, this implies that taxes on labor income become less progressive when limitations to asset taxation are binding. We complemented our theoretical results with a quantitative illustration based on individual level U.S. data on consumption and income. The results suggest that the effect of imperfect asset taxation on the curvature of the optimal income tax can be sizable, and is very sensitive to the coefficient of relative risk aversion. In this section, we discuss some of the key assumptions of the analysis and present some possible directions for future research.
General equilibrium. First, we comment on the partial equilibrium nature of our model. In the scenario with optimal capital taxes, the planner modifies the intertemporal consumption profile by increasing consumption in the initial period and reducing it in the second period (relative to the third best allocation). A change of this type is less beneficial in a general equilibrium framework because consumption frontloading becomes more costly when the equilibrium interest rate rises. In order to approximate potential (general equilibrium) limitations in the choice of the intertemporal consumption profile, in Appendix B.3 we consider a version of our model where the planner is constrained by a period-by-period budget constraint. In that framework, when moving from the third best to the second best allocation, the price q adjusts downwards (the interest rate increases) so that borrowing becomes unattractive for the planner. Hence, any intertemporal modification of consumption between the two allocations is prevented by construction. The resulting consumption function in period 1 is graphically represented in Figure 3a in Appendix B.3. The optimal degree of progressivity falls slightly (from 0.962 to 0.874) as compared to the case with a constant q, but remains significantly larger than in the third best allocation (see Figure 3b in Appendix B.3).
Both our partial and general equilibrium frameworks assume that the intertemporal allocation of resources by the planner and by the agents takes place through financial assets and not through investment in productive capital. Now, we discuss that, qualitatively, this is without loss of generality. In order to see this, recall that the population has a measure of one and hours are supplied inelastically. Let N 0 = y 0 and N 1 (e) = y y y f (y, e)dy be the total supply of labor in the two periods (in efficiency units). Then, total production in period t equals F(K t , N t ), where K 0 is given. Resource feasibility at t = 0 implies N 1 ) . Recall that our implementation exercise defines taxes as τ(ỹ(y)) =ỹ(y) −c(ỹ(y)) = w 1 y −c(w 1 y). Hence, it is immediate that the linearity ofỹ in y implies that the curvature properties of c(y) carry over to the newly defined consumption functionc(ỹ). Therefore, we expect to retain all our qualitative results regarding the progressivity of allocations for this extension as well. 23 Finally, note that the motivation for asset taxation is the same independently of whether we consider partial or general equilibrium or whether we consider financial assets or productive capital. To see this, note that savings taxes in our model have a Pigouvian nature and are set in order to internalize a negative 'informational externality' generated by capital accumulation by the private sector. In other words, without the tax on savings, agents
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would save too much and the society would accumulate too much capital. As discussed, for example, by Golosov et al. (2003) , this reasoning applies irrespective of whether savings take the form of productive capital or a simple storage technology. In particular, the spirit of capital taxation in our model is very different from classical Ramsey taxation. Taxes are not motivated in order to finance government spending-they actually improve efficiency.
Standard intensive margin.
The model we presented here is one of action moral hazard, similar to that of Varian (1980) and Eaton and Rosen (1980) . This framework has the important advantage of tractability. Although a common interpretation of this model is that of insurance, we believe that it conveys a number of general principles for optimal taxation that also apply to models of redistribution under asymmetric information on productivity. In our model, the periodic income y is the result of previously supplied effort and is subject to some uncertainty. Natural interpretations of the outcome y include the result of job search activities and the monetary consequences of a promotion or a demotion, i.e., of a better or worse match (within the same firm or into a new firm). For self-employed individuals, y can be seen as the earnings from entrepreneurial activity. It would not be difficult to include a standard intensive margin of labor supply in our model at t = 1. Suppose, for simplicity, that the utility function takes an additively separable form u 1 (c) − v (n) , where n represents hours of work. If we now interpret y as productivity, total income becomes I = yn. Clearly, our analysis would not change at all if both y and I (or n) were observable. The case where the government can only observe I is that of Mirrlees (1971) . In the latter case, the intensive-margin incentive constraints would take the familiar form:
The analysis of the intensive margin is standard. If we assume no bunching, the validity of the FOA for effort, and use the envelope theorem, we obtain the formula for third best allocations as:
where the multiplier φ (y) associated with the intensive-margin incentive constraint is related to the Spence-Mirrlees condition and the labor supply distortion, and satisfies φ y = φ (y) = 0. The comparison between restricted and unrestricted asset taxation once more amounts to considering the cases with ξ > 0 and ξ = 0, respectively. Although the forces at play are the same as above, analytic results with an intensive margin (and private infor-
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mation on y) are complicated by the fact that the schedule of multipliers φ changes when allocations are compared.
Longer time horizons. In general, it seems difficult to conjecture to what extent our results will generalize to multi-period settings. For example, the cost of funds λ and the shadow cost of incentives µ and savings ξ are complicated objects that depend on many details of the environment. To a large extent, these prices are the key determinants of the curvature of consumption and progressivity. Hence, extending our model to multiple periods will be an important task for future research. However, there are two challenges with this endeavor. First, we already observed the technical complications associated with extending the first-order approach to more general environments (Abraham et al., 2011) . Second, while a numerical verification of the first-order approach is possible in multi-period settings, the computation of such models is very difficult in practice because the domain of the problem becomes notoriously ill-behaved when nonobservable assets are present. For this reason, existing numerical approaches relied on binary outcomes (Abraham and Pavoni, 2008) , which precludes a discussion of progressivity. A simple way of studying long-run dynamics is to embed our model in an overlapping generations framework with dynastic preferences through "warm glow" motives for bequests. Assume that preferences in the last period are u 1 c θ w 1−θ , with θ ∈ (0, 1). Here, c is consumption as above, while w represents wealth transfers to future generations (bequests). Given the net income y + τ (y) in the last period, the agent solves: 24 max w,c≥0
The chosen functional form implies that expenditures on c and w will be fixed proportions of the disposable income:ĉ (y) = θ(y + τ (y)) andŵ (y) = (1 − θ)(y + τ (y)). Hence, this model with bequests is equivalent to our original model with a utility functionũ(c) = u 1 (αc), where u 1 is our original utility function and α = θ θ (1 − θ) 1−θ is a constant. Clearly, none of our theoretical results will change, since the convexity of absolute risk aversion is invariant to this modification. It is relatively straightforward to embed such model into a fully dynastic framework. When y is observed, w is easily computable as a (deterministic) function of y + τ, since the warm glow mechanics do not leave space for strategic considerations in the inter-generational transfer of wealth. Then, w would play the role of the initial A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T endowment y 0 for the next generation. Naturally, this framework generates heterogeneity in the initial endowments. However, the link between initial consumption c 0 and the endowment y 0 would be dictated by distributional motives alone (i.e., no incentive constraint for effort would play any role here), similar to the role of heterogeneity in our quantitative exploration (see Proposition 8 in Appendix B). 
Appendices
Since f (y, e) is a density, integration of the last line yields
Using µ ≥ 0 and the assumption u ec ≥ 0, we obtain
where the last inequality follows from Jensen's inequality. This inequality is, in fact, strict, because the agent cannot be fully insured when effort is interior. Since we have λ > 0 from the previous condition, we conclude
Clearly, exactly the same allocation delivering condition (19) is obtainable for all q n by ignoring the agent's Euler equation. If we now defineq > q such that
it is immediate to see that whenever q n <q, the allocation we obtained above ignoring the agent's Euler equation is, in fact, incompatible with (11); hence we must have ξ > 0. Q.E.D.
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Proof of Proposition 3. We only show (i), since statement (ii) can be seen analogously. Define g(c) :
By the concavity of u, the function
is increasing. Therefore, if
is convex and ξ = 0 (or ξ > 0 and a(·) decreasing and concave), then g(·) is increasing and convex. Given the validity of the FOA, equation (8) (or equation (13), respectively) shows that second best (third best) consumption schemes are characterized as follows:
where, by assumption, the right-hand side is a positive affine transformation of a concave function. By applying the inverse function of g(·) to both sides, we see that c (·) is concave because it is an increasing and concave transformation of a concave function. Q.E.D.
Proof of Proposition 6. Using the Lagrange multipliers of the implementation problem, we define the functionsg
whereξ tb > 0 represents the Lagrange multiplier associated with the Euler equation in the problem with hidden assets. The first-order conditions for consumption are analogous to (14) and (15) and implyg
First, suppose thatc tb is a concave transformation of l (y, e 0 ) . Since the right-hand side of (21) is a positive affine transformation of l (y, e 0 ), this is equivalent to the condition thatg tb is convex. Now, since a(c) is convex by assumption, convexity ofg tb is sufficient (but not necessary) forg sb (c) = g tb (c) +ξ tb a(c) λ sb /λ tb being convex as well. Finally, using (20) we note thatg sb is convex if and only ifc sb is a concave transformation of l (y, e 0 ). The second part of the proposition follows from similar arguments by exploiting the fact that concavity ofg sb is sufficient (but not necessary) for concavity ofg tb if absolute risk aversion is convex. Q.E.D.
Proof of Lemma 1. After some simple algebra, we obtain
If u belongs to the HARA class, we have
Equivalently, we have gλ ,μ,ξ (c) = h g λ,µ (c) , where the function h is defined as
The second derivative of h with respect to g equals −ξ(1
which is negative whenever γ ≥ −1. Q.E.D.
B Appendix to the quantitative exploration
First, we derive the implications of the homothetic utility function and the unit root process for income. where e * 0 and ε * s are a solution to the following normalized problem:
Proof. The linear separability of the planner's problem implies that, given individual transfers t i , the optimal allocation must solve the following individual contracting problem: We claim that transfers defined as t i := y i 0 t * imply that for all i the contract Taken together, the two inequalities imply V i > V i , which is a contradiction. Q.E.D.
A few remarks are now in order. It should typically be possible to find a vector of Pareto weights (ψ i ) i such that the postulated individual-specific transfers t i = t * y 0 are indeed optimal. However, because of potential non-concavitites in the Pareto frontier, it is difficult to formally establish such a result. We abstract from this subtlety and simply take the existence of such Pareto weights as given for our analysis. Intuitively, the Pareto weights ψ i are determined by income at time 0. This dependence can be seen as coming from past incentive constraints or from type-dependent participation constraints in period zero.
Proposition 8 demonstrates that we can use the consumption and income residualsε i andη i as inputs for our calibration procedure. In principle, we could go even further and use residual income and consumption growth in our analysis to identify shocks. We have decided not to follow that approach for two reasons. First, it requires imposing further structure on the consumption functions and the income process. Second, and more importantly, measurement error is known to be large for both income and consumption. This problem would be exacerbated by taking growth rates.
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B.1 Estimation
In line with the homothetic specification, we normalize c * 0 = 1 and set y 0 = 1/κ, where κ is the ratio of consumption to income in the data. Given the fixed parameters (γ, q,q) and income levels η 1 , ..., η 20 , the remaining parameters of the model are the preference parameters (σ, β) and the probability weights π h s , π l s N s=1
. Since the probabilities π l s and π h s each sum up to one, we have N − 1 parameters each. Hence, in total, there are 2N remaining parameters.
Our target moments from the data are p s (e * 0 ) = 1/20 for all s, where e * 0 is the optimal effort, and ε * s =ĉ (η s ) , where ε * s is the optimal consumption innovation in the model with an exogenous capital income tax rate of 40 percent, i.e., withq = q 0.6+0.4q . From the definition of probabilities and the optimality conditions for second-period consumption, we obtain the following 2N − 1 model restrictions: 
Notice that these equations also include the endogenous variables e * 0 , λ * , µ * and ξ * . We simultaneously solve for these endogenous variables and all unknown parameters by adding the following four model restrictions to the system of equations given by (22) and (23 
Then, we can use the first-order incentive compatibility constraint for effort,
the (normalized) first-order condition for c * 0 ,
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Moreover, we note that the average fraction of working time over total disposable time in the United States is approximately one-third. Using this observation as a further data moment, we obtain exactly as many moments as the number of unknown variables. Finally, from the government's budget constraint, we obtain the implied present value of total government consumption as
where we have used the unit root process of income and Proposition 8.
B.2 The role of relative risk aversion
As documented by Table 1 in the main text, the discrepancy between second best and third best allocations depends on the coefficient of relative risk aversion. We can get some intuition for why the differences increase in the coefficient of relative risk aversion γ by examining the optimality condition for third best consumption (Eq. 23) for our specification:
for i = 1, ..., N.
The direct effect of limited capital taxation is driven by ξ * a(ε * s ). Note that the higher is γ, the higher is the discrepancy between the Euler equation characterizing the limited capital taxation case and the inverse Euler characterizing the optimal capital taxation case. This will imply that ξ * is increasing with γ. Moreover, absolute risk aversion is given by a(ε * s ) = γ/ε * s , which is also increasing in γ. Hence, the effect of hidden asset accumulation (or limited capital taxes) is increasing in risk aversion for both these reasons. The larger discrepancy between the Euler and inverse Euler equations also explains that the capital taxes must rise with risk aversion in order to make these two optimality conditions compatible. The same argument explains why the welfare costs of limited capital taxation are increasing in risk A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
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aversion.
B.3 General equilibrium (flexible interest rate)
In this subsection, we explore the sensitivity of our results on progressivity to the assumption of a fixed interest rate (partial equilibrium). To relax this assumption, we first decompose the present value of government consumption (28) into separate components for each period:
This timing of government consumption implies that the scenario with limited capital taxes can be interpreted as a general equilibrium setup, since the aggregate resource constraints are satisfied period by period. Put differently, q is a market clearing price for intertemporal assets such that no intertemporal trade occurs in equilibrium.
In the counterfactual exercise of the main text where we consider optimal capital taxation and observable assets, we impose an intertemporal budget constraint and we keep the price q fixed. This implies that the government budget constraints are not satisfied on a period-byperiod basis and consumption is frontloaded. In other words, the economy is borrowing in the first period. In this subsection, we abandon the assumption of a fixed price q and we let the intertemporal price adjust such that the resource constraints are satisfied with equality in each period. Given that the planner has an incentive to frontload consumption, it is easy to see that the intertemporal price q needs to decrease (i.e., the interest rate needs to increase) to make borrowing more costly when capital taxation is not limited.
In Figure 3 , we plot optimal consumption and the corresponding measure of progressivity for all three specifications (optimal capital taxation with fixed q, flexible q, and limited capital taxation). Given the above arguments, it should not be surprising that the level of consumption has increased as compared to the fixed price case, and is very similar to the consumption level in the scenario with limited capital taxation. However, this change does not affect our results regarding the progressivity of the allocation with optimal capital taxes in a significant way. Although the flexible price case displays somewhat less progressivity than the fixed price case, the allocation with optimal capital taxes and flexible prices is clearly more progressive than the allocation with limited capital taxes for all levels of income. In fact, for the majority of income levels, the progressivity of the allocation with optimal capital taxes is very similar for fixed intertemporal prices and flexible intertemporal prices. The Figure 3a displays constrained efficient allocations in the calibrated models with limited capital taxes (capital income tax rate of 40 percent) and optimal capital taxes (assuming a full observability of capital). Figure 3b shows the associated curvature of consumption, measured as the absolute value of c (y)/c (y). In both figures, the solid line displays the model with optimal capital taxes and a fixed intertemporal price, the dash-dotted line represents the model with optimal capital taxes and a flexible intertemporal price, and the dashed line represents the model with limited capital taxes.
average degree of progressivity falls somewhat (from 0.962 to 0.874) when the intertemporal price is flexible, but remains significantly larger than in the allocation with limited capital taxation (0.644).
